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Abstract. Reducing the latency of information delivery in an event
driven world has always been a challenge. It is often necessary to com-
pletely capture the attributes of events and relationships between them,
so that the process of retrieval of event related information is efficient. In
this paper, we discuss a formal system for representing and analyzing real
world events to address these issues. The event representation discussed
in this paper accounts for the important event attributes, namely, time,
space, and label. We introduce the notion of sequence templates that not
only provides event related semantics but also help in semantically an-
alyzing user queries. Finally, we discuss the design for our Query-Event
Analysis System, which is an integrated system to (a) identify a best se-
quence template given a user query; (b) select events based on the best
sequence template; and (c) determine content related to the selected
events for delivering to users.

1 Introduction

Real world events are of interest to people with diverse interests. For exam-
ple, when the event ‘Cricket match’ is in progress, the queries from users could
span a wide-range such as “What’s the current run-rate?,” “How many wickets
are down?,” “What was the highest total chased successfully on this ground?,”
“What is the history of matches played here?,” and so on. The ability to seman-
tically characterize the events enhances the scope and flexibility of the event
management system in answering these complex queries.

There is a need to formally address the issues related to representation and
analysis of real-world events. Some of these issues include (a) Characterization
of event attributes (b) Identification of event relationships (c) Identification of
composite and derived events (d) Derivation of additional information from a set
of events (e) Closures on real world events, and (f) Processing of event related in-
formation in order to answer user queries, based on a set of events. In this paper,
we describe a formal framework to clearly address these issues. In building our
formal framework, we draw upon the various advances in the fields of temporal
semantics, spatial semantics and event composition in distributed systems. How-
ever, though these advances address the various facets of the issue of semantics
of real world events, there is no comprehensive formalization of representation
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of real world events. Real world events are characterized by temporal, spatial
and label attributes; the lack of even one attribute would result in an incomplete
characterization of the event. For example, the event “Kaif hits half-century at
Lords” is incomplete without the time stamp 13th July 2002, location Lords and
an event tag (label) half-century by Kaif. The formalism presented in this paper
represents a holistic approach to the analysis of the temporal, spatial and label
attributes of real world events.

The main contributions of this work include a) Event representation in terms
of temporal, spatial and label attributes b) The use of domain-specific hierarchies
along temporal, spatial and label dimensions for enhanced semantic analysis,
c) The definition of event closures in conjunction with these domain specific
hierarchies in order to recognize the similarities between otherwise unrelated
events d) The use of comprehensive sequence templates for semantic analysis of
events and e) A system that aggregates, creates events with a view to answer
diverse user queries. We also discuss the problem of event analysis in a real
world scenario and present a methodology of identifying meta events from an
event history by means of sequence templates. Most of the scenarios in this
paper are drawn from the realm of international cricket, in particular from the
NATWEST series in 2002 [14] A table of the various terms used in the realm of
cricket is found in the technical report [3].

1.1 Related Work

Event representation and analysis has been an area of active research. In par-
ticular, the temporal nature and properties of events have been widely studied.
The representation of time and temporal relationships has been addressed in sev-
eral papers, notably [2]. Though the temporal and spatial attributes of events
have been widely studied, there are very few event specification languages that
support a unified view of both these attributes in the case of real world events.
Composite event detection by means of using event templates has also been pro-
posed in several papers [4], [5], [12]. But the proposed event templates do not
consider the temporal, spatial and label event attributes holistically. Table 1 de-
picts a comparison of the related work in this sphere. Derived events represent
all those events that can be generated using the various event operators and clo-
sures. In the real world, event input is received through several loosely coupled
event sensors/detectors. We employ the temporal frameworks suggested in [11],
[12] to order the event input for processing. We subscribe to the use of interval-
based semantics [1] for composite event detection. Two aspects are important
in the case of real world events: event attributes and event content. Event at-
tributes must be able to provide adequate cues for the automatic generation and
dissemination of event contents. For example, in the case of an event Six by
a batsman in an ODI match, it is required to automatically generate a video
clip depicting the batsman hitting the ball directly outside the boundary line.
We suggest that the sequence templates, introduced in this paper, can play an
important role in this content generation activity. In our related papers [6],[13],
we have described issues related to content generation and dissemination.
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2 Events and Their Representations
We describe an algebra for real world events, and in this respect, every real world
happening is an event. Event related information can be categorized into two
kinds: formal attributes and informational attributes. Formal attributes form the
basis for formally analyzing events. On the other hand, informational attributes
provide more information regarding events. An example is a video clip associated
with an event. Informational attributes can also be viewed as a bag of attributes.
In this paper, we consider time, space and label as part of the formal attribute set
of events. Accordingly, we define an event to be characterized along three event
dimensions, namely, time, space, and label dimensions. It is apparent that the
event specification is complete when an event possesses attribute values along
these three dimensions. Hereafter, we shall refer to the time, space and label
dimensions as T, S, and L dimensions, and the respective attributes as TSL
attributes of an event. We now provide an analysis of the event dimensions and
event compositions, and further describe closures related to a set of events.

2.1 Event dimensions
The three event dimensions of time, space and label are each unique and distinct
in their characteristics.

The time dimension is continuous and dynamic. The temporal attribute of
an event can either specify a time point of occurrence or a time-interval over
which the event was observed. The granularity of a time point depends on the
event space3 within which the event is defined. For example, the time attributes
3 An event space ψ is defined as the space encompassing a time interval T =< Ts, Tt >,

a region < and a set of label hierarchies L[3].
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‘2004:08:03:05:xx:xx’ and ‘2004:08:03:xx:xx:xx’ can both be considered as time
points, depending on whether the time granularity is in hours or days. Since
events are detected by a distributed network of sensors/detectors; it would be
simplistic to presuppose the existence of a global clock. In this paper, we resort
to temporal modelling assuming a global reference time as proposed in [11].

We define the spatial attribute as a region that exhibits a physical contiguity
and can be well defined using 2D/3D bounds. Using the lower-level representa-
tions of spatial attributes, in terms of bounding boxes as a basis [10], we can
define the semantics of region bounding operators to describe ‘regions’. How-
ever, we attach names to these regions for the sake of simplicity. For example,
the region ‘Trent-bridge’ can be described using a set of 2D/3D points that sat-
isfy its region-attributes. Similar to the temporal dimension, the granularity of
space attribute is also determined by the event space. Depending on the granu-
larity, a region could comprise of other smaller regions, with well defined spatial
relations defining the orientation of the component regions with each other. A
few relational operations (touch, inside) are described in [7]. The various spa-
tial relationships can be automatically derived using the procedural semantics
associated with these regions [10].

Event labels are used to categorize events that occur. Every domain is asso-
ciated with a set of generic event labels that categorize the various events in that
domain. For example, the domain of soccer is associated with event labels such
as Goal, Penalty, Match, etc. Event labels can be represented as a hierarchical
set, with the root being a generic label, and each child node being a special-
ization of the corresponding parent. Label hierarchies form an important tool
in determining relationships between events, as well as in analyzing composite
events. They can also be used to provide some additional information about
events such as their frequency, location, sensitivity, and criticality. If label l1 is
a specialization of a label l2, then l1 → l2. l1 ↔ l2 indicates the existence of
an alias. Logical operations and, or and not(¬) are defined on label attributes.

An event that can be detected by an event sensor is called a basic event.
Basic events could be sensed or detected automatically, or could be provided as
input by an event originator.

2.2 Event composition and event sequences
A composite event is an event that is derived using one or more events. The
two fundamental event composition operations are disjunction and conjunction.
Event composition along the temporal dimension is a well researched topic. We
follow the same temporal semantics as presented in [1]. These semantics follow
from the 7 well known relational operators [2] along the temporal dimension
namely, before, during, starts, finishes, overlaps, meets and equals. We define
the spatial and label semantics for conjunction and disjunction of events. A
detailed description of the semantics as well as the relationships on which these
semantics are based can be found in the technical report [3]. A more generic
event composition operation is the sequence operation.

Event sequence : e3t3,s3,l3
= e1t1,s1,l1

�k e2t2,s2,l2

An event e3 composed of two events e1 and e2 with a well defined temporal
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ordering forms an event sequence. By the natural definition of a sequence, t1 ≤ t2
is a constraint that needs to be satisfied. The other constraints to be specified
could include constraints such as t2 − t1 ≤ ∆; locations s1, s2 ε R, etc. The
sequence operator is �. The subscript k represents the set of constraints along
the TSL dimension that must be satisfied by the two adjacent events in an event
sequence. The time of occurrence of the sequence is given by the time interval
t3 =< min(t1, t2),max(t1, t2) >4. The region of occurrence of the sequence is
given by s3 = s1 ∪ s2), where s3 represents the total region encompassed by the
individual regions s1 and s2.
An event sequence π can be generalized as an ordering of events {e1t1,s1,l1

�k1

e2t2,s2,l2
�k2 e

3
t3,s3,l3

, . . . , en
tn,sn,ln

}. The set of all events belonging to a sequence
π is represented by Eπ. κπ = {k1, k2, . . . kn} represents the set of all constraints
satisfied by the events in the event sequence π. An example of a generic event-
sequence is the ‘run-out’ event (see Fig. 1 on page 8). A generic event sequence
is referred to as a meta-event, and the label of a meta-event is called meta-label.
Further explanations on meta-events follow in section 3.3.

2.3 Event closure
Various types of event closures can be defined on real world events so as to
enable a quick retrieval of the related events based on a query. We discuss below
two types of event closures, namely, logical closure and sequence closure. The
logical closures help in retrieving the events that are logically related along the
TSL dimensions. Logical closures can be used in analyzing various aspects of
basic, conjunct, disjunct, and negation events. The sequence closure describes
the closure rules for event sequences. Sequence closures help in determining
alternate sequences that can be constructed from logical closures of events in a
given sequence π. Event closures are defined only for basic events.

Logical closure: We categorize logical closure into two categories: generic clo-
sure and semantic closure.

Generic closure, CG(e), of an event e is used to identify those events that
are contained within an occurred basic event. The generic closure on an event
et,s,l is given by
CG(e) = {et1,s1,l1 | et,s,l ∧ (t1 ε t) ∧ ( s1 ⊆ s) ∧ (l → l1)}
Consider the event ea

<2004:03:24:16:30:xx,2004:03:24:18:30:xx>,cricket−field,rain. Let event
ea represent rains over the region cricket-field during the time interval 16:30 to
18:30 on the 24th of March 2004. The pitch is a rectangular area of the ground
between two bowling creases and is at the center of the cricket-field. The bats-
men hit the balls bowled to them and run between the wickets on the pitch to
score the runs. Since the location pitch is contained in the region cricket-field,
by generic closure, we have: e12004:03:24:16:45:xx,pitch,rain ε CG(ea).

Semantic closures, CS(e), are closures based on logical implication. Semantic
closures have been defined in order to allow the closures related to description of
time, space attributes such as today, yesterday, this city, and this block. Semantic
closure also addresses the issue of alias along the label dimension. For example,
4 < t1, t2 > represents a continuous interval of time beginning at t1 and ending at t2
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on the 25th of March 2004, the semantic label yesterday refers to any point of
time on the 24th of March 2004. Therefore, eyesterday,cricket−field,rain ε CS(ea).
The semantic closure of an event e is defined as:
CS(e) = {et1,s1,l1 | et,s,l ∧ t→ t1 ∧ s→ s1

5 ∧l↔ l1}.
Sequence closure: A sequence closure CQ is used to determine the closure of a
sequence of events in terms of individual events of the sequence. In other words,
a sequence closure of an event sequence π is the set of all possible sequences that
can be constructed using the events present in the closures of individual events
in the sequence such that the sequence constraints are not violated.
Sequence closure of an event sequence π is given by
CQ(π) = {π1 | ∀ e1εEπ1 ∃ eεEπ ∧ (e1εCG(e) ∨ e1εCS(e)) ∧ κπ = κπ1}

Let e be an event in the sequence. Then, the sequence closure is used to
determine whether there exists any other event e′ which can be substituted for
e, while still satisfying all the sequence constraints. . It is apparent that if such
an event e′ exists, it must belong to the closure of event e. π, π1 are the two
event sequences. The events belonging to these sequences are represented by Eπ

and Eπ1
respectively. Every element in the event sequence π1, belongs to the

generic or semantic closures of the events in the event sequence π. κπ = κπ1

indicates that both π and π1 satisfy the same set of constraints. (Refer sections
2.2 and 2.3 for the notations used.)

Note that the generic and semantic closures are defined only for basic events.
As a result, every event that is generated using the closure operation is a valid
event and can be derived from the event history H (see 3.2). Sequence closures
represent the valid sequences that can be generated by permutations of events
generated by logical closures on events of an elementary sequence.

3 Event Analysis
In the previous section, we discussed, in general, about events and event rela-
tionships from the point of view of basic events. However, while dealing with real
world events and trying to answer queries based on such real world events, there
is a need for detailed analysis of the observed events. For example, consider the
event set: {e12004:07:07:12:46:30,Manchester,Bowl:V aughan, e22004:07:07:12:46:55,Manchester,

Miss:Sangakara, e32004:07:07:12:47:15,Manchester,BallHitsPad, e
4
2004:07:07:12:47:50,Manche−

ster,OutCalled:Umpire}. In order to deduce that the above set of events depicts an
lbw [3] event, a proper semantic analysis of the observed events needs to be car-
ried out. The event analysis is done based on an event history H that is compiled
from event sets received from one or more event detectors in different locations.

3.1 Event history

Event history H is a set of observed, basic events. Event history H is also asso-
ciated with a corresponding event space ψ (Recall that event space ψ defines a
bound on temporal, spatial, and label dimensions). Typically an event needs to
5 Let ς denote a verbose translation of a region with respect to an observer; examples

include here, this city etc. We have s→ ς if s belongs to the region R that is referred
to by ς. A more detailed explanation of semantic closure is found in [3]
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be analyzed in the context of those events that occurred prior to the event under
consideration and those that could occur after the event consideration. Such an
analysis is required as observed or basic events are quite primitive and are not
sufficient to answer the complex user queries. The objective of event analysis is
to analyze the events contained in H to derive the interesting meta-events. Note
that some of these meta-events could arise due to closure operations, some due
to composition operations, and some more due to sequence operations.

3.2 Derived events

Event history H is a set of only the observed, basic events. In order to be able to
process queries, it is necessary to augment H and in this subsection, we briefly
discuss this augmentation process. In the previous subsections, we discussed
several operations related to a set of events and repeated application of one or
more of these operations on H is one of the ways to augment H. Specifically,
closure and composition operations are helpful in expanding H. The derivation
rules for deriving events from H are given below:

1. e ε H → H ` e
2. e ε H ∧ e1 ε CG(e) → H ` e1
3. e ε H ∧ e1 ε CS(e) → H ` e1
4. H ` e1 ∧ H ` e2 → H ` e1 op e2, where op represents the conjunction,

disjunction or sequence operator.

Note that, ‘a ` b’ is used to denote that given a, the derivation of b is possible
by using a set of inference rules.

3.3 Identification of meta-events in H

In order to semantically characterize H, we need some additional information
about event space ψ. In this section, we propose the notion of capturing event
semantics in the form of sequence templates. A sequence template is semantic
characterization of a meta event that addresses the temporal and spatial rela-
tionship of a set of events from a semantic point of view. An illustrative sequence
template is depicted in Fig. 1. Note that, as Fig. 1 depicts a sequence template,
the actual event attributes are left unspecified. Furthermore, a sequence template
defines certain important constraints on the event attributes such as temporal
and spatial constraints.

Based on domain and related queries of interest, multiple sequence templates
are defined and are made part of the Sequence Template Database (ST Database).
The objective is to analyze H with respect to ST Database to generate the GS ,
which is a semantic characterization of H. A meta event in GS is depicted by
using only the initial event(ei) and final event(ef ) of the sequence template
and a directed edge from ei to ef . The label of this directed edge holds the
information of the instantiated sequence template corresponding to the actual
meta-event that has transpired.

The event history H, the ST Database and the corresponding semantic rep-
resentation GS are used to develop a query-event analysis system.
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4 Query-Event Analysis System (QEAS)

In this section we discuss a query and event processing system that is based on
events contained in H. Query Event Analysis System is a formal system that
generates responses to user queries using either H or GS as input. Fig. 2 depicts
the functional description of QEAS. The QEAS has two basic functions namely
a) Analysis of input events and b) Analysis of user queries. Every new observed
event must be made a part of the event history H. The event aggregator adds
the new event e to H. It also dispatches e to ST State Machine, in order to verify
whether the event e is a part of a meta-event. The ST State Machine matches
the event e to the available sequence templates in ST, and suitably updates GS .
A user query Q is first analyzed with respect to the available sequence templates.
If a matching template is found, the query is analyzed using GS as input. Else,
the query is analyzed by the Query Processing System using H as input. The
result of a query is the set of one or more events that match the query. The
appropriate content associated with these events is sent to the user.

4.1 Event analysis

Events are analyzed by using state machines associated with the sequence tem-
plates, in order to identify the instantiated meta-events. A new state machine is
instantiated when the start of a new meta event is detected. The occurrence of
an event could (a) Cause one or more state machines to terminate successfully
(b) Cause one or more state machines to make a legal transition (c) Invalidate
one or more state machines. (d) Instantiate a new state machine m, which cor-
responds to a sequence template of a meta-event. Every time a state machine
terminates, GS is updated to reflect the meta events that have taken place. Lapse
of time/space constraints could also cause state machine invalidation. The algo-
rithm to generate GS is shown in fig 3(a).
Theorem 1 : With the assumption that no two events occur simultaneously, an
occurred event alone is adequate to derive all consequential meta-events in GS .
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A proof of the same is to be found in the technical report [3]. Note that, when
two or more events can occur concurrently, the set of concurrent events has to
be processed together; and all possible permutations of the concurrent events
must be taken into account while deducing the possible transitions.
Corollary 1 : If a sequence of events E that cause valid transitions on any state
machine M appears in the event history H, then the events e ε E are consumed
by M to recognize the corresponding meta-event.

4.2 Query analysis

Every event query can be represented as an ordered pair (E, ψ), where E is
the event expression and ψ is the event space that corresponds to the user
query. As depicted in Fig. 2, Query analysis begins by comparing the input
query with sequence templates contained in ST database. As sequence templates
capture semantics, using them in query processing enables semantic analysis of a
query. The objective of comparison is to select a sequence template st that best
matches with the input query. This st is used in generating the query answer
(qa) using H and GS . Finally, the content database is analyzed to extract the
relevant content using st and qa to generate the most appropriate event related
content that is delivered to user. The algorithm for query analysis is shown in
Figure 3(b). The QEAS analyzes every user query as being equivalent to an
event expression. An event expression consists of one or more events combined
using the conjunction, disjunction and sequence operations along with the related
constraints. The safety and liveness properties of QEAS have been proved in the
technical report [3].
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For every new event e{ 
analyse: 
  for all m ε M{ 
    if (e can cause valid transitions on m) { 
      make the transition   
      if m terminates successfully { 
        Identify ei, ef for the meta event E 
        Create a graph g, using ei and ef as nodes 
       Add directed edge from ei to ef, with appropriate label
        M := M-m 
        Gs := Gs + g 
        e := E, goto anal      }    }  } 
  for all st ε ST{ 
    if(e can initiate new meta-event){ 
      initiate state machines mnew corresponding to st 
      M = M + mnew }  }  } 

Express Q as an event expression X, 
and associated event space ψ 

J = Φ 
For every event e in X { 
  if (e is a basic event) 
    Je = {all instances of e in H}     
  else if (e is a meta-event) 
    Je = {all instances of e in Gs} 
  if n(Je) = 0 { 
    determine E' = {e� | e ε G(e') or e ε C(e')} 
    Je =  {all instances of (e' ε  E') in H, Gs} 
  } 
  J = J + Je 
} 
Use J to evaluate X and generate the result 

H - Event History Gs - Event graph, depicting semantic characterisation of H
ST - Set of sequence templates M - Set of active state machines Q - User Query
ei - Initial event ef - Terminal event J, Je - Event Sets

(b) Query Analysis -Algorithm(a) Event Analysis -Algorithm

Fig. 3. Algorithms for event and query analysis

In general,query processing involves three distinct steps namely (a) query
pre-processing (b) retrieval of event information using SQL queries and (c) post
processing. the pre processing step involves identification of (a) meta event labels
(b) temporal characteristics and (c) spatial characteristics of the input query, and
the TSL hierarchies associated with each domain play a significant role in this
process. Observe that the input events are analysed in real time to update H, GS

(refer Fig. 2, Fig. 3) which are stored in the database as the basic and meta event
tables respectively. The retrieval of event information using SQL queries mainly
uses these two tables. Post processing involves filtering and rearrangement of
events to suit the user requirements. Such a three step query processing system
would help in answering complex queries such as “Generate a 30 minute highlight
of the first innings of the cricket match between England and Sri Lanka on the
27th June, 2002 at Trent-Bridge”.

As an example, consider the following query that was posed after the first
innings of the match between England and SriLanka on the 27th June, 2002:
“Generate the highlights of all boundaries hit by each SriLankan player today?”
The query can be mapped to the event-expression:
E = (etoday, trent−bridge, boundary by SriLankan player X)+ and the corresponding
event space ψ = {today, trent-bridge, {Set of labels in the domain ‘cricket’} }
The simplification of the Event expression, which gets evaluated for every Sri-
Lankan player X is shown below:
e = e(today,trent−bridge,boundary:X)

= e(today, trent−bridge,four:X) | e(today,trent−bridge,six:X) (by generic closure)
= e(<2002:06:27:10:30:xx,2002:06:27:13:30:xx>, trent−bridge,four:X) |
e(<2002:06:27:10:30:xx,2002:06:27:13:30:xx>,trent−bridge,six:X) (by semantic closure)
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The events four:X and six:X are meta-events and are a part of GS . The QEAS
looks for the events in GS in order to evaluate the event expression.

4.3 Distributed Event Processing
It is easy to see that the event analysis and query processing have to meet real
time constraints. The processing of any event should preferably be completed
before its real time successor occurs. In a scenario wherein there are a consid-
erable number of incoming events belonging to different domains, a distributed
event processing network can provide a substantial increase in processing speed.
Fig. 4 shows an illustration of a hierarchical event processing system. There exist
several clusters of Domain Specific Event Managers that process the events oc-
curring within a particular domain. The Distributed Event Manager routes the
incoming events to the domain specific event managers for further processing.
The domain specific event Manager manages several event processing clusters
and it identifies a suitable cluster to process an input event based on the at-
tributes of the event. For example, location attribute could be used to cluster
events that occur in a particular locale.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have described an approach for representing and analyzing real
world events. Events are characterized along three dimensions, namely, time,
space, and label dimensions. Such a multidimensional characterization helps in
better syntactic and semantic analysis of events. We have defined the notion
of event closures and have categorized them into logical closures and semantic
closures. We have also introduced the notion of sequence templates that are
useful in (a) providing a semantic structure (GS) to an otherwise a collection
of events H; and (b) characterizing content related to meta events. We have
described the main steps involved in the generation of GS given H and have
illustrated the use of GS in answering queries related to real world events. The
broad outline of Query Analysis System also describes an important step of
event related content identification and dissemination. We have illustrated the
proposed formal and query analysis system with the help of a set of real world
events.
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From the point of view of event related content dissemination, it is required
to be able to derive the meta events that are of interest to users as soon a
basic event occurs. We are focusing our efforts on how to (a) identify all such
meta events; (b) identify related content; (c) identify users who are interested in
the occurred and meta events; and (d) efficiently and effectively deliver content.
Observe that some of the users could be mobile demanding effective caching
and transcoding techniques. Our objective in event representation and analysis
is to ultimately deliver content to mobile users with minimum delay. We are
in the process of implementing a system for the dissemination of event related
information based on the formalism presented in this paper.
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